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Catch accounting
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Northern silver hake and southern whiting
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Stock OFL (mt) ABC (mt) ACL (mt) TAL (mt) 
TAL 

trigger (mt) 
TAL 

trigger (%) 

Northern silver 
hake 39,930 20,410 19,387 17,457 15,711 90% 

Southern whiting[1] 72,160 40,990 38,941 28,742 25,868 90% 

Northern red hake NA 3,452 3,278 1,405 1,265 90% 

Southern red hake NA 1,505 1,429 422 173 41% 

 



Fishery performance and economics
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Fishery performance and 
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Small-mesh trips
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Whiting catch accounting
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Commercial catch and catch limits
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Recreational catch 
estimation
Silver hake
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Survey trends

 Northern silver hake Southern silver hake
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Southern silver hake 
Size frequency
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Red hake catch accounting
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Catch accounting
Effect of lobster pot sampling (21 trips)
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Commercial catch and catch limits
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Recreational catch 
estimation
Red hake
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Recreational catch, percent of total catch
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Survey trends

 Northern red hake Southern red hake
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Northern red hake 
Size frequency
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Southern red hake 
Size frequency
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2022 Total Allowable Landings
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Finfish bycatch rates
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Sea sampling frequency
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Advisory Panel comments and recommendations
 Although prices for whiting increased in 2020 and 2021, primarily due to 

prices that are capped from market forces and pricing. 

 Boats shifted away from targeting Illex squid to Loligo squid, which became 
more available to the fishery.  Some boats targeting Loligo during the 
daytime, topped off the trip at night by fishing for whiting.  

 Herring Category C trips are declared to target northern silver hake, 
potentially leading to an overestimate of silver hake discards in the whiting 
fishery

 The advisors thought that the Annual Monitoring Reports (AMR) were very 
useful, but suggested that they could be scaled back some and streamlined 
across fishery management plans.
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